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Blitzball vs. Wiflle Ball
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Animal Sciences

In my project, I tested whether the blitzball or the wiffle ball would curve farther.
The blitzball is a neon green, plastic ball that is made to curve far. The wiffle ball is
a white plastic ball with eight holes in it, that is also made to curve when thrown. I
have played with both of these balls in the yard with my friends, and I wondered
which ball would curve more. To measure the curve, I placed twenty taped lines
on a wall. The lines were 300 mm apart. I put a camera on a tripod behind me to
record the pitches. I stood 30 ft. away from the exact center of the wall, and threw
ten curveballs with the wiffle ball and ten curveballs with the blitzball. Curveballs
are thrown by releasing the ball at a different angle so that the ball will spin more. I
threw curveballs that would start to the right and drop to the left. If you picture a
clock, the ball dropped from two to seven. After I threw the pitches, I went into
slow motion on the computer and paused the video when the ball was at its
farthest point. Then I paused the video when the ball was at its landing point. The
wiffle ball curved more, with an average of curve of 1560 mm. The blitzball’s
average was 1200 mm.
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This stamp or embossed seal attests that this project is in compliance with all federal
and state laws and regulations and that all appropriate reviews and approvals have
been obtained including the final clearance by the Scientific Review Committee.
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